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PART - A

l. Answer all questions in one sentence :

1 ) Teleprompter

2) Dissolve

3) White balance

4) Prime time

5) Cut away

6) Close up

7) Breaking news

8) Shooring script

9) Omni directional mike

10) Sound bite.

PAFIT _ B

ll. Answer any eight questions in one or two sentences :

1 1) Chroma key

12) Fade-in and lade-out

13) Over-the-shoulder shol

14) Talking heads
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15) Head room

16) DTH Swayamprabha
'17) Depth o, field

18) Sync sound
'19) Zoom in and Zoom out

20) Video wall

21) Assemble mode

22) Sound track.
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(8x2=16 lrarks)

PART _ C

lll. Write short essays not exceeding 120 words on any six ot the following :

23) Explain three point lighting.

24) Online and ollline editing.

25) Script breakdown.

26) Oiscuss lhe nature ol aspect ratio with regard to TV and mobile screen
respectively.

27) What are the elements of a proper visual story ?

28) Explain transltion techniques.

29) Discuss ihe perceptual dilference between a track shot and a zoom shool.

30) What are the ditterent types of camera, lenses and tilters used for a video
production ?

31) What are lhe essenlial things to be carried out by the producer in a
pre-production slage ? (6x4=24 Marks)

PART _ D

lV. Write long essays each not exceeding 500 words on any two of the ,ollowing :

32) Explain the tasks involved in the sound recording and editing ol thg video
production.

33) Why is TV considered as a medium of close-up ? Discuss the aesthetics ot
visualization lor small screen.

34) V,lrite a critique of studio-based news channel discussion.

35) Explain the creative process o, sound designing. (15x2E30 Marks)


